Saturation of the photoneutralization of a H- beam in continuous operation.
An unprecedented, greater than 50%, photodetachment rate is obtained on a H- beam in the continuous regime. The key element of the experimental setup is a medium-finesse optical cavity, suspended around the anion beam, which makes it possible to recycle the photon flux in the interaction region, at the crossing between the anion and laser beams. The cavity is injected by a narrow-linewidth ytterbium-doped fibre laser, at the wavelength 1064 nm. The light power stored in the cavity is about 14 kW for 24 W of input light power. Similar greater-than-50% photo-neutralization efficiencies can be contemplated for beams with kinetic energies much larger than 1.2 keV of the presently used H- beam, given the fact that the stored light power can be increased, for larger beam diameters, by several orders of magnitude. The technique can thus be relied on to design novel D0 injectors, for fusion reactors, with a much better efficiency than the molecular-collision based injectors presently developed for ITER. It can also be applied to the production of neutral beams of any species that can be conveniently prepared in the form of an anion beam, provided that efficient light power storage can be achieved for the corresponding photodetachment wavelength.